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Abstract
The activation of O2 at thiolate–ligated iron(II) sites is essential to the function of numerous metalloenzymes and
synthetic catalysts. Iron–thiolate bonds in the active sites of nonheme iron enzymes arise from either
coordination of an endogenous cysteinate residue or binding of a deprotonated thiol-containing substrate.
Examples of the latter include sulfoxide synthases, such as EgtB and OvoA, that utilize O2 to catalyze tandem S–C
bond formation and S-oxygenation steps in thiohistidine biosyntheses. We recently reported the preparation of
two mononuclear nonheme iron–thiolate complexes (1 and 2) that serve as structural active-site models of
substrate-bound EgtB and OvoA (Dalton Trans. 2020, 49, 17745–17757). These models feature monodentate
thiolate ligands and tripodal N4 ligands with mixed pyridyl/imidazolyl donors. Here, we describe the reactivity
of 1 and 2 with O2 at low temperatures to give metastable intermediates (3 and 4, respectively).
Characterization with multiple spectroscopic techniques (UV-vis absorption, NMR, variable-field and temperature Mössbauer, and resonance Raman) revealed that these intermediates are thiolate-ligated iron(III)
dimers with a bridging oxo ligand derived from the four-electron reduction of O2. Structural models
of 3 and 4 consistent with the experimental data were generated via density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. The combined experimental and computational results illuminate the geometric and electronic
origins of the unique spectral features of diiron(III)-μ-oxo complexes with thiolate ligands, and the spectroscopic
signatures of 3 and 4 are compared to those of closely-related diiron(III)-μ-peroxo species. Collectively, these
results will assist in the identification of intermediates that appear on the O2 reaction landscapes of iron–
thiolate species in both biological and synthetic environments.

I. Introduction
In addition to their ubiquitous presence in iron–sulfur clusters, iron–thiolate bonds are found in several
metalloenzymes that activate O2 or its reduced derivatives (O2−, H2O2). In cytochrome P450s, the iron–thiolate
unit arises from coordination of an axial cysteinate (Cys), which has been shown to enhance the potency of the
active compound I intermediate.1–4 Similarly, the thiolate ligand of superoxide reductase (SOR) plays a critical
role in modulating the redox potential, spin state, and lability of the nonheme iron center.5–8 In other enzymes,
the iron–thiolate bond arises when a sulfur-containing substrate binds to a mononuclear nonheme iron center
within the active site. Examples include isopenicillin N synthase (IPNS),9 cysteine dioxygenase (CDO),10–
12
sulfoxide synthases,13,14 and persulfide dioxygenase.15,16 These enzymes follow a mechanism in which thiolate
coordination is followed by O2 binding, giving rise to an iron(III)–superoxo intermediate.17,18 The highly covalent
nature of the Fe–S bond facilitates subsequent formation of iron-peroxo and -oxo intermediates in the catalytic
cycle.19,20 These short-lived species have largely eluded spectroscopic detection to date, although some attempts

to trap and characterize IPNS and CDO intermediates using transient absorption and freeze-quench methods
have been successful.21,22
In recent years, there have been numerous reports of synthetic complexes that mimic the active-site structures
of thiol-oxidizing nonheme iron enzymes.23,24 Small-molecule models of thiol dioxygenases, such as CDO and
cysteamine dioxygenase, have been shown to replicate the enzymatic reactivity by generating S-dioxygenated
products upon exposure to O2.25–29 In some cases, CDO models react with O2 to yield metastable iron(III)superoxo30,31 and iron(IV)-oxo32 species that have been investigated with spectroscopic methods, thereby
providing valuable precedents for putative enzymatic intermediates. The Kovacs group has also generated
iron(III)-hydroperoxo species by treating iron(II)–thiolate complexes with KO2 in the presence of
H+ donors.33,34 Because the iron centers of the synthetic models are not buried within enzyme active sites,
reactions with O2 often result in thiolate–ligated iron(III) dimers featuring μ-(hydr)oxo or μ-peroxo bridges.32,35–
40
Similar intermediates have been observed for diiron(II)–thiolate complexes that behave as O2 reduction
catalysts in the presence of electron and proton donors.41–43
Recently, we reported the synthesis of two nonheme iron(II)–thiolate complexes that serve as active-site models
of EgtB and OvoA – the two known sulfoxide synthases.44 These mononuclear nonheme iron enzymes catalyze
the O2-dependent formation of a S–C bond between His- and Cys-derived molecules, in conjunction with S-atom
monooxygenation.20,45,46 X-ray crystal structures of EgtB revealed that the monoiron(II) center is bound to three
His residues in a facial orientation; the γ-glutamyl-L-cysteine and N-α-trimethyl histidine substrates coordinate
at adjacent sites via their imidazole and thiolate groups, respectively (Scheme 1).13,14,47,48 Our synthetic EgtB and
OvoA models, shown in Scheme 2, are based on tetradentate N4 chelates (LA and LB) that consist of one or two
pendant imidazole donors. Attachment of a monodentate aryl or alkyl thiolate ligand yields the five-coordinate
Fe(II) complexes [FeII(LA)(SMes)]BPh4 (1) and [FeII(LB)(SCy)]BPh4 (2), where SMes = 2,4,6-trimethylthiophenolate
and SCy = cyclohexanethiolate. The cis-arrangement of thiolate and imidazole donors in the X-ray structures
of 1 and 2 resembles the geometry of substrate-bound SO synthases. Both complexes react with nitric oxide
(NO) to generate six-coordinate {FeNO7} adducts.

Scheme 1 Substrate-bound active site and product of EgtB.

Scheme 2 Structures of complexes 1 and 2.
Exposure of 1 and 2 to O2 does not lead to products arising from C–S bond formation or S-oxygenation; instead,
the thiolate ligands undergo oxidative S–S bond formation to generate disulfide byproducts.44 However, it was
noted that reaction of 2 with O2 at room temperature generates a short-lived purple intermediate. A similar
species was subsequently observed at lower temperatures in aerobic solutions of complex 1. The nature of

these intermediates is the focus of the present work. Because the reaction of iron–thiolate complexes with
O2 can yield a variety of monoiron and diiron species (vide supra), it was necessary to employ multiple
spectroscopic techniques (UV-vis absorption, resonance Raman, and Mössbauer) to elucidate the identities of
these O2-derived species. Our experimental data indicate that the observed intermediates feature a diiron(III)-μoxo core and two terminal thiolate ligands. The electronic-structure origins of these spectral features are further
probed through density functional theory (DFT) calculations. In the Discussion section, we compare the
spectroscopic signatures of thiolate–ligated diiron(III)-μ-oxo complexes to those reported in the literature for
closely-related species, in particular diiron(III)-μ-peroxo species.

II. Experimental and computational methods
Materials

The Fe(II) precursor complexes (1 and 2) were prepared using procedures described in our previous
report.44 Complexes were handled under an inert atmosphere using a Vacuum Atmospheres Omni-Lab glovebox.
Dichloromethane and acetonitrile solvents were dried over CaH2 or NaH, followed by distillation and storage in
the glovebox over activated molecular sieves. Deuterated solvents were purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, Inc. (Tewksbury, MA). Isotopically enriched H218O2 (90%) was purchased from ICON/Berry &
Associates (Dexter, MI) and 18O2 gas (99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Scrambled O2 consisting of a
statistical mixture of 16O2, 16O18O, and 18O2 was prepared by following the procedure described by Proniewicz
and Kincaid.49 The presence and relative amounts of all three isotopomers was confirmed by GC-MS
instrumentation (Agilent 5973 mass spectrometer attached to a 6850 gas chromatography system). While a
statistical 1 : 2 : 1 ratio of 16O2 : 16O18O : 18O2 is expected for scrambled O2, the gas employed in these studies
had the following composition: 16O2 (20%), 16O18O (49%), 18O2 (31%). The discrepancy between the theoretical
and actual isotopomeric ratios arose from a slight imbalance in the initial 16O2 and 18O2 levels prior to scrambling.

Sample preparation

Intermediates 3 and 4 were generated by treating the precursor complexes (1 and 2, respectively) with various
oxidants (O2, H2O2, or iodosylbenzene) at temperatures indicated in the text. Resonance Raman (rRaman)
samples of 3 and 4 were prepared by adding solutions of the precursor complexes (concentrations between 10
and 12 mM) to NMR tubes under anaerobic conditions, followed by freezing in liquid nitrogen. Dioxygen-treated
samples were attached to a Schlenk line and three vacuum/argon cycles were performed. The samples were
then exposed to gaseous dioxygen (16O2, 18O2, or scrambled O2) and allowed to warm to either −78 °C (CD2Cl2) or
−40 °C (CH3CN). After the color change to green (3) or purple (4) was complete (∼1 min), the samples were
refrozen in liquid nitrogen and removed from the Schlenk line. For rRaman samples generated using H2O2,
frozen solutions of the Fe(II) precursors were melted under anaerobic conditions at −40 °C, followed by injection
of an excess amount (5 eq.) of H2O2 (or H218O2) in CH3CN. The solutions were mixed with a Vortex stirrer for a
short time (∼5 s.) and then refrozen. Mössbauer samples consisted of frozen butyronitrile solutions of 3 and 4 at
high concentration (∼50 mM). The Fe(II) precursor complexes were exposed to O2 at low temperature (−78 °C)
and the resulting solutions were quickly transferred to pre-cooled Delrin cups (1.00 mL), then frozen in liquid
nitrogen.

Spectroscopic methods

Variable-temperature UV-vis absorption spectra were collected with an Agilent 8453 diode array spectrometer
equipped with a Unisoku Scientific Instruments cryostat (Osaka, Japan). 1H NMR spectra were measured on a
Varian 400 MHz spectrometer. The resonance Raman data were measured using either 647.1 nm excitation
from a Coherent I-302C Kr+ laser or 501.7 nm excitation from a Coherent I-305 Ar+ laser. The frozen samples
were held at 77 K in a liquid N2 dewar and the laser power at the sample ranged between 20 and 30 mW. The

scattered light was collected using an Acton Research triple monochromator (1200 groves per mm grating)
paired with a Princeton Instruments Spec X:100BR deep depletion, back-thinned CCD camera. Baselines of the
rRaman spectra were corrected using the software program SpectraGryph (https://www.effemm2.de). Digital
addition of rRaman spectra were performed using the program IGOR. Peak energies were calibrated with
reference to solvent peaks and the most intense peak of K2SO4 (984 cm−1).
Mössbauer spectra were recorded on Janis cryostats running in constant accelerator mode. The low-field
spectra were collected on a closed-cycle refrigerator spectrometer, model CCR4K (SeeCo, Edina, MN) equipped
with a 0.07 T permanent magnet, maintaining temperatures between 6 and 300 K. High-field spectra were
collected on a Super-Varitemp dewar equipped with a superconducting magnet allowing fields up to 7.0 T (Dr
Yisong Guo, Carnegie Mellon University). The isomer shifts are quoted at 6 K with respect to an iron metal
standard at 298 K. The Mössbauer spectra were analyzed using the software WMOSS4 (Ion Prisecaru,
https://www.wmoss.org) and Spincount (Dr Michael Hendrich, Carnegie Mellon University). Spectral simulation
and least-square fits were produced using the quadrupole interaction Hamiltonian (eqn (1)) appended with the
spin Hamiltonian for the electronic spins (eqn (2)) of high-spin Fe(III) and Fe(II) centers. In addition, for the
analysis of spin-coupled compounds, the exchange coupling term (Ĥe = −2JS1S2) was appended. In this
convention, antiferromagnetic coupling corresponds to J < 0 such that ground state is the one with the minimal
spin (mS = 0 in this case).
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Computational methods

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed within the ORCA 4.0 software package developed
by Dr F. Neese.50,51 Computational models of the diferric-μ-oxo intermediates (3DFT and 4DFT), as well as the
hypothetical μ-1,2-peroxo species (P1 and P2), were generated via unconstrained geometry optimizations.
The LB ligand was modified by replacing the N-Me groups of the imidazole rings with H-atoms. In addition, the
cyclohexyl ring of the SCy ligand was truncated to an isopropyl group and the methyl substituents of the SMes
ligand were replaced with H-atoms. Optimized geometries were calculated using the non-hybrid Becke–Perdew
(BP86) functional52,53 and numerical frequency calculations confirmed that all structures correspond to a local
energy minima. Calculations utilized the Karlsruhe valence triple-ζ basis set combined with polarization functions
(def2-TZVP).54 Computation efficiency was improved by utilizing the resolution of identity (RI) approximation in
conjunction with the appropriate auxiliary basis sets.55,56 To ensure high-spin configurations for the Fe(III)
centers, unrestricted geometry optimizations of the diferric species were performed on the high-spin (i.e.,
ferromagnetic) state, which possesses an overall spin of 5. Atomic coordinates for the geometry-optimized
models are provided in Tables S3–S6.†
The optimized structures were subsequently used to compute experimental properties for the diiron(III) dimers.
These calculations employed the B3LYP functional57,58 and def2-TZVP basis sets (unless otherwise noted).
Auxiliary basis sets55 were used to implement the resolution of identity and chain of sphere (RIJCOSX)
approximation.59 The role of solvent was accounted for using the conductor-like polarizable continuum model
(C-PCM)60 for acetonitrile. The antiferromagnetic (S = 0) states were obtained by applying the broken-symmetry
(BS) formalism, which yielded values of the exchange coupling constants (Hex = −2JSA·SB formalism).61,62 The BS

wavefunctions of the optimized structures were subsequently used for Mössbauer and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations. Calculations of Mössbauer parameters applied a high resolution grid with an integration
accuracy of 7.0 and CP(PPP) basis set63 to the Fe atom. Isomer shifts (δ) were calculated from the linear
correlation functions reported by Gordon et al. for nonheme iron species with mixed N/S ligation.28 As in our
previous study of 1 and 2,44 computed UV-vis absorption spectra were derived from TD-DFT calculations that
employed the cam-B3LYP range-separated hybrid functional.64 Absorption energies and intensities were
computed for 40 excited states.65,66 Plots of molecular orbitals and electron density difference maps were
generated with the ChemCraft software program.

III. Results and analysis
Formation of oxidized intermediates

Anaerobic solutions of the precursor complexes (1 and 2) are pale yellow due to the presence of thiolate-toiron(II) charge transfer (CT) transitions in the near-UV region, yet rapid color changes are observed upon
exposure to O2 at −40 °C. As shown in Fig. 1, addition of O2 to a solution of 1 in CH3CN at −40 °C triggers
immediate formation of a green chromophore (3) that displays an intense band at 598 nm. Similarly, the
reaction of 2 with O2 yields a purple species (4) characterized by a peak at 524 nm and shoulder around 650 nm
(Fig. 1, bottom). Assuming complete conversion, the dominant absorption features of 3 and 4 in the visible
region possess molar absorptivities of roughly 1000 M−1 cm−1 per Fe center. The same chromophores can be
generated in CH2Cl2 at low temperature (−70 °C). The lack of paramagnetically-shifted peaks in the 1H NMR
spectra of 3 and 4 (Fig. S1†) indicate that these species are diamagnetic – a conclusion further supported by the
variable-temperature Mössbauer experiments described in the next section.

Fig. 1 UV-vis absorption spectra of the reaction of 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) with O2 in CH3CN at −40 °C. Spectra
of the Fe(II) precursors (1 and 2) and O2-generated intermediates (3 and 4) are shown as black and red lines,

respectively. The initial concentrations of 1 and 2 were 1.3 mM. The decay spectra (gray dashed lines) were
obtained by warming solutions of 3 and 4 from −40 °C to room temperature.
Intermediates 3 and 4 are also generated, albeit in lower yields, upon addition of excess H2O2 (10 equiv.) to the
iron(II)–thiolate precursors in CH3CN (Fig. S2†). Unlike the O2-derived species, the chromophores generated with
H2O2 quickly decay even at −40 °C with half-lives of approximately 15 s. Interestingly, the characteristic
absorption band of 4 also appears when 2 is treated with iodosylbenezene (PhIO; Fig. S3†), a well known oxotransfer agent. Complex 1 is unreactive towards PhIO, perhaps owing to the greater steric bulk of the 2,4,6trimethylthiophenolate ligand. The existence of these alternative routes eliminates the possibility
that 3 and 4 are iron(III)-superoxo species.
For the sake of comparison, we sought to generate the iron(III)–thiolate analog of 2 through chemical oneelectron oxidation. Treatment of 2 with one equivalent of ferrocenium cation, [Fc]+, under anaerobic conditions
yields a green species (5) with an absorption band at 630 nm (Fig. 2). The EPR spectrum of 5 features an axial S =
1/2 signal (g⊥ = 2.16, g∥ = 1.99), similar to those previously reported for low-spin iron(III)–thiolate complexes
(Fig. 2, inset).67 Given the sizable differences in their spectral features, it is clear that 4 and 5 are distinct species.
Thus, we can conclude that the formation of 4 from its iron(II) precursor involves more than outer-sphere
electron transfer to O2 (or H2O2).

Fig. 2 UV-vis spectra of the oxidation of complex 2 (black line) to 5 (red line) via addition of one equivalent of
[Fc]PF6. The reaction occurred in CH3CN at −40 °C. The initial concentration of 2 was 0.90 mM. Inset: X-band
EPR spectrum of 5 measured at 10 K in frozen CH3CN. Data were collected at a frequency of 9.39 GHz and
power of 2.0 mW.
Intermediates 3 and 4 decay slowly at −40 °C in CH3CN, as indicated by the time traces shown in Fig.
S4.† Warming the samples to room temperature also results in decay to products that lack distinctive absorption
features (Fig. 1). Analysis of the reaction mixture with 1H NMR spectroscopy and GC-MS after work-up
determined that, in both cases, the thiolate ligands are primarily converted to the corresponding disulfide
products, consistent with our previous report.44 Because some iron-oxo and -peroxo species are known to
undergo reversible protonation,36,68 we also examined the reactivity of 3 and 4 with weak acids like
trifluoroacetic acid. However, the addition of acid always results in irreversible decay of the absorption features,
yielding a spectrum similar to one observed at room temperature for the O2 reaction.

Mössbauer spectroscopic studies

The electronic and magnetic properties of intermediates 3 and 4 were investigated with Mössbauer (MB)
spectroscopy. MB samples were prepared as solutions in butyronitrile, as this solvent permitted the high
concentrations (∼50 mM) required for the study of complexes with only natural abundances of 57Fe. As reported

in our earlier paper,44 the precursor complexes (1 and 2) exhibit spectral components with isomer shifts (δ)
above 0.9 mm s−1 and large quadrupole splittings (ΔEQ > 2.8 mm s−1; see Fig. S5† for complex 2). Exposure to
O2 causes dramatic changes in the MB features consistent with oxidation of the iron center, although
contributions from small amounts of the unreacted Fe(II) precursors are also evident. These Fe(II) features,
accounting for 27% of the total iron in the sample of intermediate 3 and 8% of the total iron in the sample of
intermediate 4 were removed by spectral subtraction, yielding the spectra shown in Fig. 3. The low-field MB
spectra of 3 and 4 are quite similar, indicating that the complexes share the same electronic structure. In each
case, the MB spectrum consists of a slightly asymmetric doublet that is comprised of two nearly identical
quadrupole doublets in a 1 : 1 ratio. The 1 : 1 ratio of sub-components can be readily rationalized by assuming
that 3 and 4 possess dimeric structures in which the coordination geometries of the Fe centers differ only
slightly. The two sub-components of 3 have isomer shifts of 0.47 and 0.49 ± 0.02 mm s−1 and respective
ΔEQ values of 1.43 and 1.05 mm s−1. Similar isomer shifts (δ = 0.47 and 0.48 ± 0.01 mm s−1) and quadrupole
splittings (ΔEQ of 1.14 and 1.30 mm s−1) were used in spectral fits of intermediate 4. These MB parameters are
characteristic of high-spin Fe(III) centers.69 Moreover, the absence of broadenings or splittings in spectra
measured at 70 mT field (linewidths of 0.3 mm s−1) is strongly indicative of diamagnetic (S = 0) ground states,
consistent with the presence of antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling between iron(III) centers in a dimeric structure.

Fig. 3 Mössbauer spectra of complexes 3 and 4 measured at 7.0 K and 70 mT, prepared as described in the
text. The hatch marks are the experimental data, and the colored lines are spectral fits generated with the
parameters in Table 1. For clarity, both spectra were prepared by removing the unreacted Fe(II) species from
the raw data.
Additional electronic-structure insights were obtained by collecting spectra in large applied magnetic fields (Fig.
4). These variable-field experiments were performed on samples of 4, which possess smaller amounts of Fe(II)
precursor than samples of 3. The 4.2 K spectrum of 4 at 7.0 Tesla exhibits magnetic splittings that arise
exclusively from the applied magnetic field, providing definitive evidence of a diamagnetic ground state. The
strength of the AF coupling interaction was examined by simultaneous fitting of the variable-temperature series
at 7.0 Tesla between 4.2 and 100 K with a model consisting of two coupled Fe(III) ions. This analysis found that
the absolute value of the exchange coupling constant (J) must be greater than 60 cm−1 (using the Hex =
−2J·SASB formalism), indicative of strong AF exchange. This value is an estimate of the smallest |J|-value that
would fit the temperature-dependent high-field data.

Fig. 4 Variable-field, variable-temperature Mössbauer spectra of complex 4. The hatch marks are the
experimental data, and the colored lines are spectral fits generated with the parameters in Table 1 as
described in Experimental Methods.
Mössbauer studies in the literature have revealed that J-values of diferric-μ-peroxo and μ-hydroxo compounds
are moderate to small for species that lack an additional monoatomic bridging group.70 For example, Kitajima et
al. reported a J-value of −33 cm−1 for [FeIII2(μ-O2)(μ-1,3-O2CCH2Ph)2(TpiPr2)] (where TpiPr2 is a substituted
trispyrazolylborate ligand).71 The magnitude of J for this complex would likely be lower were it not for the two μ1,3-carboxylate ligands. DFT calculations by Goldberg and coworkers on a thiolate-ligated diferric-μ-peroxo
complex without additional bridging ligands provided a small J-value of −5.5 cm−1.32 The magnitude of J-values
for diiron(III)-μ-hydroxo complexes are similarly small, generally less than 20 cm−1.72,73 In contrast, diferric
complexes that possess a single oxo bridge generally exhibit large and negative exchange coupling constants (J <
−80 cm−1).72 Thus, the fact that J ≤ −60 cm−1 for 4 supports the presence of an oxo bridge instead of a peroxo or
hydroxo bridge.

Resonance Raman spectroscopic studies

Additional insights into the geometric structures of 3 and 4 were gained through resonance Raman (rRaman)
experiments. Concentrated samples were prepared in multiple solvents (CH3CN, CD3CN, CD2Cl2) by treating the
precursor complexes with 16O2 or 18O2. Most spectra were collected at 77 K using 501.7 nm excitation with laser
power of 20–30 mW; photodecomposition was not observed under these conditions. As shown in Fig. 5, the
spectrum of 4 in frozen CH3CN exhibits an intense peak at 820 cm−1 that shifts to 777
cm−1 upon 18O2 substitution, as clearly evident in the 16O2–18O2 difference spectrum. Intermediate 3 exhibits an
analogous pair of isotopically-active peaks with energies of 822 and 781 cm−1 (Δ16O/18O = 41 cm−1; Fig. 5). The
other observed features in the 200–1600 cm−1 region are insensitive to 16O2/18O2 substitution. Samples
of 4 generated with H2O2 instead of O2 provide nearly identical spectra (Fig. S6†), and the peak near 820
cm−1 downshifts to 782 cm−1 in samples prepared with 18O-substituted H2O2 (Fig. S7†). These features disappear
after warming and refreezing the sample, proving that the isotopically-active peak does not arise from a decay
product. Therefore, we conclude that the structures of 3 and 4 contain one or more O-atoms derived from
O2 (or H2O2).

Fig. 5 Resonance Raman spectra of 4 (top) and 3 (bottom) in frozen CH3CN (77 K). Samples were prepared
using either 16O2 (black lines) or 18O2 (red lines). Derivative-shaped features in the 16O2–18O2 difference spectra
(gray lines) are due to isotopically-active peaks. All spectra were measured using 501.7 nm laser excitation at
a power of 20–30 mW at the sample. The solvent-derived features marked with an asterisk (*) were used to
normalize spectral intensities.
The observed frequencies and isotope shifts are suggestive of three possible core structures for 3 and 4:
diiron(III)-μ-peroxo, diiron(III)-μ-oxo, and iron(IV)-oxo. The latter possibility (i.e., mononuclear ferryl) can be
ruled out based on the Mössbauer results, which demonstrated that these intermediates contain high-spin
Fe(III) centers (vide supra). However, both diiron(III)-μ-peroxo and diiron(III)-μ-oxo structures are consistent with
the rRaman data presented thus far. Diiron(III) complexes with μ-1,2-peroxo ligands typically exhibit ν(O–O)based modes with frequencies of 800–900 cm−1 and Δ16O/18O-shifts of 45–50 cm−1.32,70,74 Similarly, the
asymmetric Fe–O–Fe stretching mode (νas) of diiron(III)-μ-oxo species appears in the 800–900 cm−1 region,
although the Δ16O/18O-shifts tend to be smaller (30–40 cm−1).41,75,76 Previous studies have demonstrated that
the νas(Fe–O–Fe) frequency of diiron(III)-μ-oxo complexes increases as the Fe–O–Fe bond angle becomes more
linear.76
In an effort to distinguish between the μ-oxo and μ-peroxo alternatives, rRaman samples of 4 were prepared
using “scrambled” O2 that consists of a statistical mixture of 16O2, 16O18O, and 18O2 in a roughly 1 : 2 : 1 ratio (see
Experimental methods). As shown in Fig. 6, the rRaman spectrum of 4 generated with scrambled O2 exhibits
peaks of equal intensity at 820 and 778 cm−1, matching the frequencies of peaks in the 16O2 and 18O2 spectra,
respectively. Indeed, this spectrum (C in Fig. 6) is nearly identical to the one obtained by digital averaging of
the 16O2 and 18O2 spectrum (gray line in Fig. 6). This result demonstrates that the sample of 4 generated with
scrambled O2 contains only two isotopomers, Fe–16O–Fe and Fe–18O–Fe, in equal amounts. In contrast, a
symmetric diiron(III)-μ-peroxo species would be expected to display three ν(O–O) peaks arising from the three
possible isotopomers; in this case, the most intense feature would possess an intermediate frequency of ∼800
cm−1. The absence of a ν(16O–18O) peak at this frequency in spectrum C, therefore, is inconsistent with a μ-

peroxo structure. Instead, the rRaman data in Fig. 6 confirm the presence of an Fe–O–Fe unit in 4 (and, by
extension, the analogous intermediate 3).

Fig. 6 Resonance Raman spectra of 4 in frozen CH3CN collected using 501.7 nm excitation (24–30 mW at
sample). The samples were prepared by treating 10 mM solutions of 2 with 16O2 (A, black line), 18O2 (B, red
line), or scrambled O2 (C, blue line). The bottom spectrum (gray line), generated by digital addition, is half the
sum of spectra A and B. Solvent-derived peaks were used to normalize spectral intensities.
Intermediates 3 and 4 also exhibit multiple intense rRaman peaks in the 320–410 cm−1 region (Fig. 7) that are
insensitive to isotopic substitution of O2. Based on literature precedents, these features are assigned to
vibrational modes that possess dominant ν(Fe–S) stretching character,32,67 along with contributions from ν(S–C)
stretching and δ(S–C–C) bending motions due to kinematic coupling.77 The presence of ν(Fe–S) features confirms
that the thiolate ligands remain coordinated in a monodentate fashion in 3 and 4. The peaks at 321 and 403
cm−1 in the spectrum of 3 gain significant intensity (relative to solvent) as the laser excitation wavelength moves
from 501.7 nm to 647.1 nm (Fig. S8†). Interestingly, the opposite trend is observed for the νas(Fe–O–Fe)-based
peak at 822 cm−1. The results suggest that the broad absorption manifolds of 3 and 4 in the visible region (Fig. 1)
are composed of multiple bands with varying degrees of S → Fe(III) and O → Fe(III) charge transfer (CT)
character. The nature of these CT transitions is further examined by computational methods in the next section.

Fig. 7 Resonance Raman spectra of 3 and 4 in frozen CD2Cl2 (77 K). Spectra were collected with laser excitation
of 514.5 nm (3) and 501.7 nm (4). Samples were prepared by addition of O2 to solutions of the precursor
complexes. The solvent-derived peak marked with an asterisk (*) was used to normalize spectral intensities.

Density functional theory calculations

Due to the instability of 3 and 4 at temperatures above −30 °C, it was not possible to grow suitable crystals for
crystallographic studies; therefore, DFT geometry optimizations were employed to generate structural models of
these intermediates. Following the conclusions of our spectroscopic studies (vide supra), we created truncated
models of 3 and 4 (labeled 3DFT and 4DFT, respectively) that possess an unsupported [FeIII2(μ-O)]4+ core. The
analogous μ-1,2-peroxo models (P1 and P2) were also examined for the sake of comparison. Energy-minimized
structures of 3DFT and 4DFT are shown in Fig. 8 and metric parameters for all computational models are
summarized in Table S1.† In these dimeric structures, the two Fe(III) centers exist in symmetric coordination
environments with nearly identical sets of Fe–N/O/S bond distances and angles. Each model possesses a quasiinversion center due to the anti conformation of the thiolate ligands and LA/B chelates (Fig. 8). The [FeIII2(μO)]4+ cores of 3DFT and 4DFT are nearly linear with Fe–O–Fe bond angles of 178° and 175°, respectively, and Fe–O
bond distances of 1.87 Å, resulting in Fe⋯Fe separations of ∼3.74 Å. The μ-1,2-peroxo models (P1 and P2)
exhibit larger Fe⋯Fe distances of ∼4.75 Å. The computed Fe–S bond distances for all models lie within a narrow
range of 2.31 ± 0.03 Å, consistent with previously published crystal structures of related complexes.36,38,41 The
Fe–N distances exhibit greater variability due to elongations caused by the trans influence of the anionic thiolate
and (per)oxo donors (Table S1†).

Fig. 8 DFT geometry-optimized models of intermediates 3 and 4. Most hydrogen atoms are omitted for the
sake of clarity. The thiolate ligands have been modified as described in Computational Methods. Atomic
colors: C, gray; N, blue; O, red; S, yellow; Fe, orange.
Broken-symmetry DFT calculations confirmed that the two high-spin Fe(III) centers of each model are
antiferromagnetically coupled to yield a diamagnetic ground state. These calculations provided exchange
coupling constants (J) of −82 and −78 cm−1 for 3DFT and 4DFT, respectively (the Hex = −2J·SASB formalism and
Yamaguchi method were employed). The computed values are broadly consistent with the variable-temperature
and -field Mössbauer data, which estimated that J ≤ −60 cm−1 for 4. The strong AF interaction is mediated by the
monoatomic μ-oxo bridge. The computed J-values for P1 and P2, while still negative, have much smaller
magnitudes of −14 and −11, respectively. These results are consistent with prior studies that demonstrated that
μ-oxo ligands are better mediators of AF exchange than μ-1,2-peroxo ligands.70,72
The DFT-computed Mössbauer parameters (δ and ΔEQ) are listed in Table 1. The good agreement between the
experimental and computed values, especially with respect to isomer shifts, provides further evidence
that 3 and 4 are symmetric diferric intermediates. As expected, the computed MB parameters are quite similar
for the μ-oxo and μ-peroxo models, although the δ- and ΔEQ-values are slightly larger for P1 and P2. Thus, our
DFT results suggest that zero-field MB spectroscopy, by itself, is not an effective method for identifying the
bridging ligand of diferric complexes.
Table 1 Experimental and DFT-computed Mössbauer parameters for intermediates 3 and 4

Experimental
MB parameters
Int
3
4

Species

δ (mm
s−1)

ΔEQ (mm
s−1)

FWHM
(mm s−1)

Sp1 (50%)
Sp2 (50%)
Sp1 (50%)
Sp2 (50%)

0.47(2)
0.49(2)
0.47(1)
0.48(1)

1.43(2)
1.05(2)
1.14(1)
1.30(1)

0.30
0.30
0.28
0.28

DFT-computed
MB parameters
Model
3DFT
4DFT

Site δ (mm
s−1)
Fe1
Fe2
Fe1
Fe2

0.537
0.534
0.545
0.546

|ΔEQ|
(mm
s−1)
0.775
0.727
0.735
0.734

The origins of the intense UV-vis features of 3 and 4 were elucidated by time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT)
calculations. The excellent agreement between the computed and experimental absorption spectra, as shown
in Fig. 9, further supports the veracity of our DFT models. Like the experimental data, the TD-DFT spectra consist
of a single dominant band in the visible region that is red-shifted in 3 compared to 4 (λmax (3) > λmax (4)). The
electron-density difference maps (EDDMs; inset of Fig. 9) reveal that these bands arise from S(π) → Fe(III) CT
bands. The S(π) donor orbitals are oriented perpendicular to the Fe–S bond axes. Higher-energy bands in the
near UV-region possess a mixture of oxo(π) → Fe(III) and S(σ) → Fe(III) CT character. These results are fully
consistent with the observed rRaman enhancement of ν(Fe–S) and νas(Fe–O–Fe) modes at longer and shorter
excitation wavelengths, respectively (vide supra). The TD-DFT computed spectrum of the hypothetical P2 model
is quite distinct from those generated for the diiron(III)-μ-oxo models. The P2 spectrum features an intense
near-IR band (λmax ∼ 970 nm) that arises from a peroxo-to-Fe(III) CT transition, in addition to multiple S → Fe(III)
CT bands in the 400–600 nm region (Fig. S9†). This general pattern of absorption bands resembles the
experimental spectrum reported by Gordon et al. for a thiolate–ligated diiron(III)-μ-peroxo dimer.32 These
results suggest that μ-oxo and μ-peroxo diferric structures can be reliably distinguished by major differences in
their UV-vis absorption features.

Fig. 9 TD-DFT computed absorption spectra (solid black lines) of intermediates 4 (top) and 3 (bottom). The
black sticks correspond to the energies and intensities of computed transitions. The TD-DFT spectra are
compared to experimental spectra (dashed red lines) measured in CH3CN at −40 °C (initial Fe concentration of
1.3 mM). The inset displays electron density difference maps for two intense transitions in the computed
spectrum of 4. The green and yellow areas represent the loss and gain, respectively, of electron density during
the excitation.

IV. Discussion and conclusions

Two mononuclear iron(II)–thiolate complexes (1 and 2), which represent active-site models of nonheme iron
sulfoxide synthases, react with O2 at low temperatures (<−40 °C) to yield metastable species (3 and 4,
respectively). Multiple spectroscopic techniques, namely UV-vis absorption, VTVH-MB, and rRaman, were
required to uncover the identities of 3 and 4. Mössbauer studies revealed that both intermediates possess highspin Fe(III) centers and diamagnetic (S = 0) ground-states, indicative of dimeric structures in which the ferric ions
are coupled to each other antiferromagnetically. The AF coupling interaction is quite strong, as MB spectra
of 4 measured at elevated temperature (100 K) and high magnetic field lack contributions from paramagnetic
excited states (Fig. 4). Insights into the geometric structures of 3 and 4 were primarily gained through rRaman
studies involving different isotopes of O2. Both species exhibit an isotopically-active peak near 820 cm−1 that
downshifts by ∼42 cm−1 upon 18O2 substitution (Fig. 5), consistent with either diiron-μ-oxo or -μ-peroxo
structures. To distinguish between these two possibilities, rRaman samples of 4 were prepared with a statistical
mixture of 16O2, 16O18O, and 18O2. The resulting spectra revealed the presence of two isotopomers (Fig. 6),
providing definitive proof that these intermediates possess a diiron(III)-μ-oxo core. As this study highlights, MB
and rRaman spectroscopies provide complementary insights that are highly effective in elucidating the
geometric and electronic structures of Fe/O2 intermediates, particularly in cases of diamagnetic or integer-spin
species that are inaccessible by EPR. Structural models of 3 and 4 obtained through DFT methods provided
calculated MB parameters and TD-DFT absorption spectra consistent with the experimental data. The
computational results indicate that the intense absorption features of 3 and 4 in the visible region arise from S
→ Fe(III) and O → Fe(III) CT transitions.
Following the O2 activation mechanisms proposed for related complexes, it is likely that the formation
of 3 and 4 proceeds via an unobserved diiron(III)-peroxo species, as illustrated in Scheme 3. Homolytic O–O
bond cleavage then generates putative oxoiron(IV) intermediates, which react with a second equivalent of the
Fe(II) precursor to yield a diiron(III)-μ-oxo unit. This mechanism is consistent with the fact that 3 and 4 are also
generated by reaction of the precursor complexes with H2O2 (Fig. S2†). It is also significant that
intermediate 4 can also be prepared by treatment of 2 with PhIO – an O-atom transfer agent. This reaction likely
proceeds via an unobserved oxoiron(IV) species that subsquently combines with a second Fe(II) equivalent, as
illustrated in Fig. S10.† The viability of the PhIO route is further evidence that these intermediates possess μ-oxo
(as opposed to μ-peroxo) cores, as the oxidant in this case lacks an O–O bond. Another possible mechanism, as
reported by Duboc and coworkers,41 involves dismutation of the two diiron(III)-μ-peroxo intermediates to yield
the two diiron(III)-μ-oxo cores and O2. Regardless of pathway, formation of 3 and 4 using O2 proceeds through
an unobserved diiron(III)-μ-peroxo species. Indeed, diiron(III)-oxo and -peroxo intermediates often coexist on
the same reaction profile, and it can be challenging to distinguish such species due to close similarities in their
zero-field Mössbauer parameters (δ, ΔEQ values) and rRaman features. The present study has sought to clearly
define the spectroscopic signatures of thiolate–ligated diiron(III)-oxo complexes and provide guidelines for
identifying intermediates derived from the reaction of Fe(II) complexes and O2. In particular, we have
demonstrated that the study of rRaman samples prepared with scrambled O2 offers an effective way to
distinguish between μ-oxo and μ-peroxo alternatives. Furthermore, the latter often display extreme

photosensitivity upon laser irradiation,32,78 whereas μ-oxo species are resistant to photo-decomposition in our
experience. Strong AF exchange coupling interactions, as indicated by J-values more negative than −50 cm−1, are
also characteristic of diiron(III)-μ-oxo species. Finally, the UV-vis absorption spectra of 3 and 4 (Fig. 1) feature a
dominant S → Fe(III) band in the 450–600 nm region, similar to previously-reported thiolate-ligated diiron(III)oxo complexes.36,38,41 Kovacs et al. have demonstrated that the λmax value of this feature is linearly correlated
with the Fe3+/2+ oxidation potential.38 In contrast, unsupported diiron(III)-μ-peroxo complexes typically exhibit
multiple absorption bands across the visible region, including a band at longer wavelength (λmax > 600 nm) that
arises from a peroxo-to-Fe(III) transition.70 Thus, UV-vis absorption spectroscopy can corroborate the presence
of an oxo or peroxo bridge for diiron(III) complexes.

Scheme 3 Proposed mechanism for formation of intermediates 3 and 4.
It was not possible to grow X-ray quality crystals of 3 and 4 due to their instability even at low temperatures.
Thus, it was necessary to employ DFT geometry optimizations to obtain the structural models shown in Fig. 8.
The instability of 3 and 4 is likely due to the presence of monodentate thiolate ligands that facilitate the
observed decay to disulfide products. In most previous reports of thiolate–ligated diiron(III)-μ-oxo complexes,
the S-donor is appended to a multidentate ligand framework and the complex is stable enough for
crystallization. The Kovacs group recently reported the X-ray structures of four diiron(III)-μ-oxo complexes in
which the alkyl thiolate donors are incorporated into pentadentate N4S chelates.38 Table S2† compares relevant
metric parameters for the computed and experimental structures. In addition, the Duboc and Darensbourg
groups have published X-ray structures of diiron(III)-μ-oxo complexes capped by tetradentate N2S2 ligands,
resulting in five-coordinate Fe geometries.35,41 Most of these crystallographic structures feature nearly linear Fe–
O–Fe units similar to the DFT-generated models of 3 and 4, although the Duboc structure exhibits a bent Fe–O–
Fe angle of 145°. The computed Fe–O bond distances of 1.87 Å in 3DFT and 4DFT are slightly longer than those
observed crystallographically, which typically range between 1.77 and 1.81 Å. In the DFT models, the Fe–N
bonds trans to the anionic thiolate and oxo donors are lengthened to distances of 2.35–2.47 Å (Table S1†).
Similarly long Fe–N bond distances have been observed in experimental structures of thiolate–ligated diiron(III)μ-oxo complexes.38,40,79
The O2 reactivity of 1 and 2, as described here, underscores the challenges involved in the development of
functional models of sulfoxide synthases, such as EgtB and OvoA. The enzymes avoid non-productive pathways
by sequestering the nonheme Fe center within the active-site pocket, thereby avoiding the formation of diferricμ-oxo structures and disulfide byproducts observed for our model complexes. Second-sphere residues within
the active site are also essential for directing the catalytic intermediates towards S–C bond formation instead
of S-dioxygenation. Thus, successful efforts to generate functional SO synthase models will likely require more
complex chelates that incorporate outer-sphere donors and/or isolation the iron center within a supramolecular
structure.
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